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Do you have something that you couldn’t possibly go a day without? 

For example Some people say that they can’t go without a cigarette or a particular food that they 
just love and claim if that they had gone a day without it they wouldn’t have the same satisfaction in 
their own lives anymore!

As you would have probably guess like you the “thing” that i can’t go a day without is seeing, photo-
graphing, or simply reading up on, is Aircraft! 

So to give you a bit of backstory about me and what I do and how I love doing it, is this. I grew up 
in Victoria which is a Southern state of Australia with it’s capital Melbourne having the closest 
International Airport at the time I was a kid growing up in a place called Ocean Grove about an hour 
and a half South of Melbourne. So as a kid there were seldom trips made to the airport and most 
occasions were to pick up relatives coming in from overseas and so my first recollection of seeing 
my first aircraft is this.
It was a Qantas 747SP either VH-EAA or EAB I don’t know i wasn’t a rego chaser then and I’m not a 
rego chaser now! all i could see standing on my tippy toes and looking over the window ledge was 
this fantastic orange cheat lined, red tailed chrome underside Boeing masterpiece with a Kangaroo 
with Flying wings. It was the 747 Special Performance in the Ocher livery, a aircraft that that ignited 
the beast within!

Back then at Melbourne Airport there was a Observation deck that nearly went the length of the ter-
minal from there I remember seeing Continental DC-10’s, United, Qantas, Olympus, Alitalia, Air New 
Zealand 747-200’s. Ansett 767’s, 727’s, 737’s that were wearing the Shooting Star livery and also 
TAA A300’s and also the aircraft that carried this Call-sign: Sierra Mike! (Soviet Military) the Antonov 
An-124-100’s that used to pop in from time to time. Classic aircraft from classic airlines with classic 
liveries, these started the love for aircraft that has kept on going and growing until today.
Then in 1992 something that a any 10 year old would love and that is your Dad has just explained to 
you that he has bought you tickets to the first International Airshow to be held at an Airfeild close to 
where you live and that used to manufacture the Royal Australian Airforces F/A-18A/B fighters, the 
Avalon Airshow!

We will highlight the classic Airshows held at Avalon in upcoming issues of Spotters so I won’t bore 
you with any details! But what I will say is that it was first time to see a RAAF F-111C ‘PIG’ as we used 
to call it in its two tone camo scheme also first time I saw a USAF F-15C two of my favourite jet 
aircraft! So as you could imagine from 1992 when I picked up my first hand held 35mm bullet (film) 
equipped Kodak camera I started my way on becoming an aircraft photographer, a Spotter. But with 
limited opportunities being that young and not being able to get to an airport there were very few 
and far between occasions i could hone my skills.

But looking back I think I started taking things seriously when i borrowed my mates Minolta 404 SLR 
with a 70-300mm lens for the 2001 Avalon International Airshow. What a camera that was for me 
to begin with, easy to figure out for a person that had no idea about F-stops, shutter speeds and 
what not yet get really good images some of my images from that day still take pride of place in 
the photo album I have of my best 35mm bullet pics. But from there as people do I started to grow 
in the way i took images sometimes there was some great images I took, and at other times not so 
great especially when you had no ideas about getting the image level with the background, and the 
issue of the aircraft being backlit! But to help me get those great images I want to single out a few 
photographers because these guys although meeting most but not all, have no idea how much they 
have helped me in culminating my skills together to create the way I take photos today.
So, George Canciani, Paul Sadler, Rob Finlayson, Victor Pody, Wal Nelokwin these guys got me to 
notice the detail in my own shots, they helped me get the right composition the right angle the right 
frame the right light so on and so on..

And now with these guys, my mates… Mark and Richard Pourzenic, Les Nesitant, Bernie Proctor, Steve 
Valinski, Tim Bowery, Brian Stevens, Rossco Stirton, Steve Austen and the Grand Master Jedi of them 
all, the Yoda of aircraft photography the other editor and partner in crime Mark Jessop!!

Now your probably wondering why name these guys well one they are great guys, two they’ve helped 
me hone my skills to be better at what I do, three I also owe them a few beers for all the help they’ve 
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given me! These guys deserve the recognition as I still believe these guys are better than 
me in taking great images. Especially Yoda as he is a humble and a great bloke especially 
considering he has won various other awards of other photography elements that we’d all 
love to do one day. 

The reason for mentioning these guys is to highlight to the beginners that its alright to get 
advice from ones that have been in the game for a lot longer, and that in order to grow 
notice what the others are doing and be prepared to be humble enough to realise that it 
takes time and effort and years to become the best! Anyone can buy a Digital camera and 
take photos, but the right shots the ones where others start to take notice of your work 
thats the real challenge, and thats what makes me strive to keep going as you will never get 
the exact shot that you are thinking of and one where it blows everyone away!

So this is why Mark and I have teamed up! We want to highlight to you the reader the best of 
aviation photography and articles found around Australia and New Zealand.

I can’t go a day without doing something that is related to aviation and that is trying to 
bring to you the best we have to offer, so I hope you like this new magazine and get a lot of 
enjoyment reading the articles and more importantly seeing the great images we have lined 
up for you in the future articles in Spotters Magazine Australia/ New Zealand.
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Do you remember your 1st airshow ?

I sure do, it was the 1988 Bicentenary Airshow at RAAF Richmond ! I 
was in my early teens and my Dad took me to see what would turn out 
to be maybe the best airshow ever in Australia. So many countries 
turned up with all sorts of aircraft that it was hard to know what was 
the best display......but for me its seeing fast jets ripping up the sky.

It was one of the last RAAF Roulette display using the macchi but 
there was a Harrier from the UK, our old A-4’s used by New Zealand 
, our Mirage’s doing one of their final public display’s and our brand 
new F/A-18 Hornet. But for me it was seeing a F-15A take off and go 
into vertical. The sound it was making was insane and every person 
was looking up. Next up was seeing 3 F-111’s doing fast passes into 
dump and burn......really as a young kid seeing that I was hooked.

I was already into taking photo’s and knew it was something I wanted 
to get better at but I didn’t really know what field I wanted to go into. 
1st I tried band photography and have worked with some of Australia’s 
best band’s but after 10 years I wasn’t getting any where so I tried 
Wilderness panoramic photography and ended up walking over 
6000km’s around the Greater Blue Mountains.This was good because 
the panoramic camera I used was a medium format 5x12cm 6 photo’s 
a roll camera I really had to learn about light and timing. When I could 
I would get to a few airshow’s but mainly did some video and just 
enjoyed the action. 

It wasn’t till 2008 that my good friend and crazy aviation nut Peter 
Chrismas said I think we should go down to this place called Temora 
Aviation Museum or TAM which at the time was doing mini airshows 
once a month. All I can say is WOW ! The aircraft they had their was 
just amazing and you could get really close but it wasn’t till I walked 
into a hanger where I saw a jet I hadn’t seen since 1992 at Avalon 
airshow. It was getting rebuilt back to flying condition and from that 
point on I knew I needed to be back to see this jet fly again.

Well Peter and I went back the day it was flying again in November 
2009 I knew I had to get close and I did......standing at the end of the 
runway watching it take off and perform its display was awesome but 
as it came into land I stayed in the same spot to get the head view on 
video. As the show was finishing we went inside and meet the pilot 
SQN Leader Paul “Simmo” Simmons who had just flown the 1st flight 
of the Sabre in many years. From this moment on I knew I had to get 
back into Aviation photography !

For the next 5 years I’ve tried to record as many flights of the Sabre 
as I could as well as any other aviation I could get close too.In doing 
this I have meet many people who have helped me on way to where 
I am now . One person who I had seen lots of his work was Jaryd 
Stock and while for me my time is spent chasing Fast Jets, Miltary, 
Warbirds and Fire fighting aircraft I could see Jaryd was really 
scoring goals with his Commercial Aviation photography. With the 
help of social media these days its easy to talk so we talked about 
ideas on how to get our work out the mass market and then we found 
Spottersmag ! 

Well I hope everyone really enjoys the hard work we have put in to 
make this happen and a massive thank you to the team at Spotter-
smag for giving us a chance ;)
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Warbirds 
Downunder 2013
by Mark Jessop

#on-top
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CA-13 Boomerang Rego: VH-MHR Military S/N: A46-122
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Warbirds Downunder 2013.

As a Aviation spotter in Australia, the first place that has to be at the top 
of every list if you want to see Warbirds is Temora Aviation Museum’s 
Warbirds Downuder. In a years time it will be on again and now is the time 
to start getting ready. Book what ever accommodation you can get and 
make sure you are there as this is becoming the airshow to be at in the 
southern hemisphere. The Airshow is every two years and last years saw 
over 30 different types of aircraft display , with everything from tiger 
moths to front line F/A-18 fighter jets from the RAAF.

If you can get there a few days early you should because there will be 
some practice flying and this will give you some time to see the lines of 
the display plus the chance to get some great morning or afternoon light, 
it will also give you the chance to go into the Museum and get up close to 
all their aircraft. Warbirds Downuder 2013 had a crowd of up to 13,000 so 
book early and get your tickets as soon as they are for sale. One of the 
best things about Temora Aviation Museum is that they have flying days 
twice a month and will either have a Spitfire or the CAC Sabre in the air. 
Nowhere else can you see 2 rare aircraft fly every 2 weeks! Really I don’t 
know of anywhere else a spotter can get so close to flying aircraft and 
once you have been their you will be back again before you know it.

This is the place where I went to re learn how to take Aviation photos 
again and it got to the point where I was driving the 4.5 hours each way 
every month as I couldn’t get enough. There are so many choices on 
where to take photos that it leaves every where else behind and sets the 
standard on just how good Aviation can be. I can’t recommend TAM enough 
for any Aviation Spotter....you have to get there ! 

I have to thank the team at Temora Aviation Museum for their help in 
giving me access for 6 years now to what has to be the best collection of 
flying aircraft in the Southern Hemisphere.

Supermarine Spitfire Mk VIII Rego: VH-HET Military S/N: A58-758

T.28 Trojans
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T.28 Trojans The line up of many planes....from 1st to last . 
CAC Mustang,P-40F Warhawk, Supermarine Spitfire Mk XVI, Supermarine Spitfire Mk VIII,
CA-13 Boomerang, Gloster Meteor F.8, CAC CA-27 Sabre and F/A-18B Hornet
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DH Vampire

Close-up of BAE HAWK

Sabre take off

DHC Caribou
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Sabre taking off

CA-13 Boomerang Rego: VH-MHR Military S/N: A46-122
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De Havilland Canada DHC-4 Caribou

Judy Pay’s CAC Mustang

TAM’s Cessna O-2

CAC Wirraway
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Cessna A-37B Dragonfly
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Gloster F.8 Meteor the only one of its type flying in the world

Formation of Meteor, Sabre and Hornet

CAC Boomerang and Lockheed Hudson,
the Hudson is the only one of its flying type in the world
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CAC Boomerang and Lockheed Hudson,
the Hudson is the only one of its flying type in the world

HARS’ Lockheed L-1049 Super Constellation
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Royal Australian Navy Historic Flight (RANHF) Bell UH-1B Huey
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RAAF Hawk ripping up the sky

classic flight 5 way: 2 spitfire, a CAC Mustang,the F.8 Meteor, 
the CAC Sabre and a F/A-18B
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RAAF Hawk ripping up the sky

Royal Australian Navy Historic Flight (RANHF) Bell UH-1B Huey
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CAC Sabre with a golden light
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“Southern Knights” T-6 Harvards P-40N Kittyhawk

Royal Australian Air Force F/A18B Hornet landing

The “Southern knights“
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46 meters above 
Sydney Airport
by Jaryd Stock
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You can tell from what the image of an aircraft or something similar 
with the ATC tower in the background as to what airport it is, and 
Sydney’s Airport’s two ATC towers are pretty iconic throughout the 
world especially the one with what YSSY locals like to call “the one 
with the Slippery dip!” the spiral staircase leading from the cab to 
the ground.

And really the new Sydney tower or relatively new tower as 
construction started way back what feels like a lifetime ago back in 
1993! I know Sydney-siders 1993!!!!! with the the new tower com-
mencing full time operations on the 6th of January 1996. The “Old” 
tower ran out of its life cycle at that time as it began operating 
back in the golden age of aircraft spotting starting its operations 
on the 16th of September, 1972 imagine going back in time then 
with a cracker DSLR!!! Someone needs to invent that time machine, 
preferably in a flying DeLorean!!
But back to what I was saying the “New” Sydney tower is iconic and 
just as I right this I still reckon it still looks pretty cool for its age, 
hasn’t really dated at all.

For the local Spotters though its always a cool shot in fantastic light 

during the last hours of daylight with an aircraft taxiing past or on 
finals arriving behind it on 16-Left we’ve all seen the shots and if you 
haven’t well just keep on the look out in Spotters AU/NZ to find out. But 
the question remains whats the view like from these towers? 
What is it like to observe the operations of day to day movements the 
coming and goings of various aircraft?

Well here’s some shots of what its like to be 46 meters above Sydney 
Airport! 
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After several mounths of rumors, the D750 is 
finally here! While it succeeds the Nikon D700, the 
camera is really a cross between the high-end 
D810 and the D610.
The 24MP camera borrows the Expeed 4 image 
processor, metering system and 51-point autofocus 
sensor from the D810, squeezing them into a body 
almost identical to the D610. Additionally, the 
D750 is the first full frame camera from Nikon 
to include 1,2 million dot 3.2-inch tilting the LCD 
and WiFi. The ISO setting range from 100-12800 
(50-51.200 expandable). The camera has Full HD 
video recording at up to 60fps. It also inherits 
the praised video features of the D810, like Power 
Aperture (which ensures smooth transitions when 
you change the aperture value fly) and Exposure 
Smoothing ( which helps create balanced exposure 
transitions when shooting time-lapse videos).
The camera will be available with the Nikkor
AF-24-120mm f/4 VR G lens.

Nikon D750 a fitting  successor to the D700

Sony announces the Portable a5100 at photokina

The Sony a5100 has a compact design that resembles 
the NEX-3N and NEX-5T cameras, but on the inside it 
is very similar to the a6000.
It comes equipped with 24MP CMOS sensor, Bionz 
X processor, and Wi-Fi with NFC, amongst other 
features. However , the a5100 possesses one 
feature that is absent in the a6000, and that is the 
ability to simultaneously record two different video 
file format. The camera canshoot 10880/60p Full 
HD video in both AVCHD and XAVC-S formats.
Other major features in the a5100 are its hybrid 
autofocus system, where the number of phase 
detenction points have been increased from 99 to 
179.

Zeiss realases the Much Awaited 
Otus 85mm

The Zeiss Otus 85mm f/1,4 APO Planar T lens adds to the company’s 
acclaimend Otus range of lenses.
Officially launched at photokina, the lens is based on the Planas design 
and used 11 elements in nine groups and anomalous partial dispersion 
glass to achieve apochromatic correction.
The lens is priced at USD 4490.

Sigma announces two 
versions of the same lenses

Sigma as announced two versions of 
the 150-600mm f/5-6.3 DG OS HSM 
lens-Sport and Contemporary.
The two lenses are an update of the 
150-500 f/5-6.3 lens. To minimize 
chromatic aberrations, the Sport 
lens used two FLD and three SLD 
elements, while the Contemporary 
lens only uses one FLD element and 
three SLD elements. The Sport version 
is supposed to be dustproof and 
waterproof. Sigma also released a 
new superzoom 18-300mm designed 
for APS-C cameras and two new 
teleconverters- the TC-1401 and the 
TC-2001, which extends the range by 
1.4 and 2x respectively.

SanDisk’s 512 GB SD Card

SanDisk  has announced the world’s highest capacity 512GB card, the SanDisk Extreme PRO SDXC UHS-I for 
photographers and videographers. This new card features write speeds of up to 90MB/s and transfer speed of up 
to 95MB/s. With 4K bursting on scene, this card is geared for that. The card will be able to deliver the speed and 
capacity required to support 4K Ultra HD videos.
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UA 787-9 makes the longest Dreamliner 
revenue flight from KLAX to YMML!  

written by Jaryd Stock
ph. by Bernie Proctor and Daniel Kirby

October the 28th, United Airlines (UAL) launched its inaugural non stop 
flight from Los Angeles to Melbourne; as United 98. United previously flew to 
Melbourne via Sydney with their last service operated by a 777-200 the day 
before (UA839/840). The 787-9’s extended range (at 8,550 miles compared 
to the 787-8’s 8,200) enables United to launch the Melbourne-to-Los Ange-
les service, which is the longest Dreamliner route in the world to date.
The morning of 28/10, saw a surprisingly ‘low key’ arrival on a crisp spring 
morning, Sun was out and as that is thing we all know about Spotting, if its 
a clear or a cloudy day can make or break your shots doesn’t really matter 
when you want to get a shot of the inaugural flight but you at least want that 
radiant sunshine to shine on down at the right moment, agree? But back 
to the arrival as was stated there were not many spotters about which i 
thought was surprising as United 98 was put into a pattern on the down 
wind to overfly the Northern Suburbs of Melbourne giving all onboard mainly 
those sitting on the port side of the Dreamliner a nice glimpse of their de-
stination as the 787-9 N38950 graced into land at Melbourne’s Tullamarine 
International Airport on Runway 34.
The pilot NOT flying, and handling the calls, was a woman not that it matters, 
and was very cool and calm (almost witty) with her calls as well, which was 
pleasant!! As it’s great to see that side of things something out of the norm!
Well known Spotter and crowd favourite Bernie Proctor made the trip to 
see the Dreamliner from his home town of Sydney 900km’s away to see this 
event take place, he said “it was a great day for spotters or those of us who 
were out! about 10-12 spotters combined where we were situated, AND along 
the ‘Emirates Fence’”! (a local spot the YMML Spotters Nickname)
But as we said it started a crisp and clear morning but the morning deterio-
rated over the couple of hours into the afternoon before N38950 departed 
YMML for LAX as UA99 at around 2pm.
The airline celebrated the maiden flight with a ceremony at Melbourne 
International Airport.
“Today’s inaugural service on this game-changing new aircraft is another 
major milestone for United and a key element in our ongoing commitment 
to the Australian market,” said Dave Hilfman, United’s senior vice president 
of Sales, who arrived in Melbourne on the maiden westbound flight from Los 
Angeles. “We’re excited to offer Melbourne passengers a non-stop service 
to our Los Angeles hub for the first time, and to deliver a new level of 
inflight comfort to our passengers with the 787-9 Dreamliner.”
So after years of seeing the Dreamliner on the design tables as the 7E7 
to the first production aircraft being built and flown, then on to the world 
tours undertaken by Boeing. Finally after everything the 787 Dreamliner 
is servicing the world from the South Pacific giving those on these flights 
the enjoyment of the brand new top of the class features creating an 
experience to enjoy!

Boeings Dash 9 Dremaliners servicing Downunder.
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Air New Zealand first to operate 787-9 in the 
South Pacific

report by Jaryd Stock 

In August the first Air New Zealand 787-9 ZK-NZE in its glorious new All Black livery touched down at 
Sydney Airport. The aircraft touched down on its first revenue service on the 9th of August around 
10:30am doing the NZ103/104 service Auckland to Sydney and return.
It was delivered to Air New Zealand on July the 11th, and after a series of proving visits to Sydney 
to fully comply with CAA which the first of these flights occurred on the 25th of July arriving into 
YSSY in the late afternoon as NZ6021and these were previous to Air New Zealand’s utilising the 
aircraft on the 103/104 service. 
Seeing it Airside was a great treat especially as it passed a Jetstar 787-8 and seeing it highlighted 
in my mind how better the 9 looked over the 8 and it surely was a great spectacle, and a lot of 
Spotters were out to see it arrive into Sydney.

After operating proving flights to RNZAF Ohakea and Christchurch ZK-NZE made its inaugural 
passenger flight to Sydney. We’ll operate Auckland-Sydney for a few weeks. That’s the optimum 
sector length to qualify our crews as fast as we can,” said Kerry Reeves from Air New Zealand’s 
director for aircraft programs. 
Air New Zealand lost out to ANA as the first airline to operate the the dash 9 of Boeing’s new “pin up 
girl” of the fleet, as JA830A operated the first service between Tokyo and Fukuoka, but we think the 
new All Black livery looks better and I know which one I would wanna see! ZK-NZE also stretched its 
legs on the 12th of September starting up services to Perth on the NZ175 flight from Auckland, and 
Spotters in the West got to see what all the fuss of this new beast is all about.

ZK-NZF the second 787-9 that was delivered to Air New Zealand on the 29th of September went 
into service on the NZ103/104 route into Sydney, receiving ZK-NZF coincided with the Delivery of 
the Boeing 777-319(ER) the day before on the 28th, highlighting Air New Zealand’s revitalisation and 
capitalising on great aircraft to become a real force in the local and international markets.
On October the 2nd was ZK-NZF’s introduction to passenger flights and in the fern livery it looks 
fantastic! 
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Galactic 44 
The uber-sporty watch
The Galactic collection by Breitling welcomes a new large-sized model featuring a 44 mm 
diameter and a satin-brushed bezel with rubber-inlaid hour-markers. Exactly what it takes 
to reinforce its ultra-sporty, technical look.

In 130 years, Breitling has asserted itself as the specialist of chronographs and instruments for 
professionals. But this expertise also enables it to create watches reflecting the same perfor-
mance-oriented spirit, such as the Galactic. This uber-sporty, versatile and sophisticated model is 
intended for all those whose activities do not necessarily require chronograph functions, but who 
are nonetheless looking for a watch that is at once sturdy, accurate and reliable. After a 41 mm 
selfwinding version and two 36 and 32 mm ladies’ models, the collection is now enriched with a 
new large-sized watch. In adopting a 44 mm diameter, the Galactic has strengthened its technical 
and masculine appeal. The unidirectional rotating bezel takes on a satin-brushed finish along with 
black rubber-inlaid hour-markers, while the dial features two apertures for the day and date at 12 
and 3 o’clock respectively, along with a compass scale and a graduated scale with 1/100th of an 
hour divisions on the inner bezel. The large hands and hour-markers enhanced with a luminescent 
coating guarantee excellent readability, reinforced by the sapphire crystal glareproofed on both 
sides. The polished steel case is water-resistant to 200 m/660 ft and equipped with a screw-lock 
crown protected by reinforcements. It houses a selfwinding movement chronometer-certified 
by the COSC (Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute), the highest benchmark in terms of 
reliability and precision. The new Galactic 44 is available with a black, blue or silver dial, fitted with 
a choice of steel bracelet or a strap in leather, crocodile leather, rubber or military-type fabric. 
An uber-sporty watch for fans of performance.

Breitling Pilot Nigel Lamb Wins the 
Red Bull Air Race World Championship 2014

Britain’s Nigel Lamb won the 2014 Red Bull Air Race World Championship on Sunday, Octo-
ber 26th with a dramatic victory under pressure at the season finale in Spielberg, Austria. 
With a fourth place finish in front of a sell-out crowd of 35,000 spectators, Austria’s 
Hannes Arch ends up second in the overall ranking.

Although, the French pilot Nicolas Ivanoff won the race in the Austrian Alps on a sunny 
afternoon for his second victory this season, the 9 points that Lamb won with his fifth 
consecutive second place was enough to stave off a powerful challenge from local hero 
Arch. The British pilot secured first place with a grand total of 62 points from the eight-
race world championship, which was the most exciting in the high-speed, low-altitude 
sport’s history.

“It’s just amazing,” said Lamb, who came from far behind in the World Championship with a 
victory in the third race of the season in Malaysia and then got five straight second place 
finishes to overtake Arch and Bonhomme in the standings.

“I have to say my race did not go as planned, my times were not fantastic through the 
week. It was not a good day today in racing terms, there was never a time I thought I had 
the Championship secured, I had a good team giving me lots of inputs, the aircraft felt 
good and I felt very well supported. Also from my family they are very involved but Max 
especially, doing all the race analysis. It is very difficult having one of your children telling 
you what to do, but he found a good way of not trying to change my flying but just seeing 
the small adjustments, which make the maximum differences.”

“Next year will be very challenging since nine pilots have been on the podium out of twelve, 
next year fourteen pilots. But I still have a good team, good plane, and hope to maintain the 
consistency, it really is teamwork that makes the success at the end of the season.”

Cheered on by the boisterous sell-out home crowd, Arch had been unstoppable all 
weekend. Flying last in the Final Four, Arch struggled early on the undulating course with 
its challenging 65-meter change in elevation and, forced to take risks on the second lap in 
an all-or-nothing bid to win the title, got hit with a two-second penalty for flying through 
one of the Air Gates with his wings not level, which dropped him to fourth place. Arch’s raw 
time of 57.839 would have been good enough for second place behind Ivanoff’s 57.468 but 
not enough to catch Lamb, who would have dropped to third in the race with his time of 
58.052 but still have beaten Arch in the World Championship by a score of 60-57.

Spielberg Results: 1. Nicolas Ivanoff (FRA), 2. Nigel Lamb (GBR), 3. Martin Sonka (CZE), 4. 
Hannes Arch (AUT), 5. Paul Bonhomme (GBR), 6. Michael Goulian (USA), 7. Kirby Chambliss 
(USA), 8. Pete McLeod (CAN), 9. Yoshihide Muroya (JPN), 10. Matt Hall (AUS), 11. Matthias 
Dolderer (GER), 12. Peter Besenyei (HUN)

World Championship (final): 1. Nigel Lamb (GBR) 62 points, 2. Hannes Arch (AUT) 53, 3. 
Paul Bonhomme (GBR) 51, 4. Nicolas Ivanoff (FRA) 42, 5. Pete McLeod (CAN) 38, 6. Matt 
Hall (AUS) 33, 7. Matthias Dolderer (GER) 21, 8. Martin Sonka (CZE) 18, 9. Yoshihide Muroya 
(JPN) 10, 10. Kirby Chambliss (USA) 7, 11. Peter Besenyei (HUN) 6, 12. Michael Goulian (USA) 

#watches4pilots
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You can make a once off tax deductible 
online donation to LIFT Youth Development, 
and through the same secure portal you can 
commit to a monthly donation.

LIFT uses flying as a mechanism to break down 
the barriers that prevent meaningful instruction 
and interaction with vulnerable youth. This 
is a unique and highly effective solution to 
a problem faced by those who interact with 
youth who have history of ‘Bad Choices’ often 
involving a brush with the Law. The results so 
far show that the LIFT model is highly effective 
and well worth replicating and growing. The 
program is hosted by pilots and enables us to 
teach risk management and decision-making 
life skills while building self-esteem.
 
Flying gives a person the ability to see 
the world from a different perspective. 
Metaphorically, it enables you to rise above the 
problems that pull you down. Through LIFT you 
are helping to empower vulnerable youth to 
manage and to rise above the circumstances 
that made them vulnerable.

Please make LIFT the youth charity 
you support

Donate at www.givenow.com.au/lift  
or visit www.lift.org.au

new heightsnew heights
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On September the 9th the inaugural flight of 
Cebu Pacific the Philippines largest carrier 
made history by operating the 5J-7295 flight 
from Manila to Sydney arriving about 11am 
in the morning. Sydney Airport Corporation 
(SACL) put on a real spectacle for the media 
taking them airside and situating them down 
about 10 meters off Runway 34L/16R, if your 
familiar with Sydney Airport this is the main 
runway used for the most part heavy aircraft.
And I can tell you SACL know how to put on a 
show for us nerdier types! great to experience 
being up close to the action and get to take 
some great images, i’m sure some images from 
that day will service later of the other different 
aircraft that visit YSSY. But that day it was all 
about the 436 single class A330-343 rego RP-

C3344 in its fantastic white and yellow livery 
from Cebu, it arrived around 11am and as 
soon as it touched down we were escorted 
down to the international terminal to get 
what was my first time in seeing up close and 
hopefully not last SACL ;) the firey’s from 
Airservices Australia conducting a water 
cannon salute to give acknowledgement to 
Cebu Pacific’s inaugural service.
Spotters AU/NZ talked to Cebu Pacific 
general manager for long-haul Alex Reyes, 
who was on the inaugural flight from Manila, 
he said the airline is keen to cooperate with 
Tiger-Air Australia in a big way, having alrea-
dy forged links with Tiger-Air Singapore.
“Tigerair Australia would of course be a 
natural partner,” Reyes said after stepping 

off the flight and stepping straight into business 
mode, “We have had discussions with Tiger in 
Australia.” Reyes said there were positive signs 
of an expanded bilateral ties between Australia 
and the Philippines and this would enable the 
airline to operate a daily service some time 
next year, as this is what Cebu wanted to 
originally do. “Our understanding is that there 
has been an exchange of letters already from 
both sides,” Reyes said, “Both sides are willing, 
I think it is just down to fixing a date.”
RP-C3344 departed Sydney 90 minutes after 
arrival back to Manilla to cap off a great day for us 
Spotters and also the Airport and the Airline.

New Airline, and a New Livery 
touch down at YSSY!

New airline

by Jaryd Stock



And a New Livery!
And after being leased off Aercap, Aircalin’s new A320-232 F-OZNC wearing the new livery arrived into Sydney 
on the 4th of September. F-OZNC is a ex Jetstar aircraft VH-VQD, but this new livery makes this aircraft stan-
dout! It was prepared in Singapore and painted in this stunning livery. “The new livery is a blend of traditional 
symbols and innovative graphics, incorporating sculptural motifs inspired by Kanak art and stylised to create 
an overall design with an ultra-modern feel,” the airline said in a statement announcing the new livery last 
month.

So as you can see its been a busy couple of months at YSSY especially with a lot of other traffic it’s Australia’s 
premier HUB airport and a real highlight for those Spotters from up over, visiting down under!

As you can see in this issue, also a new aircraft touched down in Sydney, but this is another story! 
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report by Mark Jessop & Peter Chrismas

F111C: Last chance to see 
the “PIG”  flying

#report
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F111C: Last chance to see 
the “PIG”  flying



Close to four years ago the Royal Australian Air 
Force retired their main strike weapon after 37 
years of solid service. The F-111C was much loved by 
the Australian public for its “dump and burn” which 
it performed at most big public displays . 

The last public display was at RAAF Williamtown, 
north of Newcastle NSW. The highlight was watching 
to go around into “dump and burn”. With only a few 
feet left to touch down full power was hit and the 
fuel dump valve opened! Instantly a 50m fireball 
launched the aircraft back into the air and out of 
there. The smiles on the faces knew this was the 
last time but what a way too go. 

With all public interest in the “Pig”, as it was known 
downunder the RAAF, put in a media day one week 
before the final flight at RAAF Amberley west of 
Brisbane QLD. There was over 60 media people 

there to record this rare chance to get very close 
to flying operations. 
For me I knew I couldn’t make the final flight day so 
this was it for me, walking around up close to my 
favorite fast jet for the last time gave me goose 
bumps all day. There will never be another jet that 
really pushed so many new ideas and technologies 
at once and after a rough start she served Australia 
very well. 

I would like to thank the RAAF Media team for letting 
us get up close and personal in the final days.

by Mark Jessop
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SPOTTER’S ADVICES

ph. Carlo Dedoni

A fisheye lens is an ultra wide-angle lens 
that produces strong visual distortion 
intended to create a wide panoramic or 
hemispherical image.
Fisheye lenses achieve extremely wide 
angles of view by forgoing producing images 
with straight lines of perspective (rectili-
near images), opting instead for a special 
mapping (for example: equisolid angle), 
which gives images a characteristic convex 
non-rectilinear appearance.

The Samyang 8 mm f/3.5 Aspherical IF MC 
Fish-eye is a manual focus lens for cameras 
with APS-C sensors. It’s a ‘diagonal’ fisheye, 
meaning it offers a 180 degree diagonal an-
gle of view and illuminates the entire frame. 
The lens construction uses 10 elements in 
7 groups, including an aspherical hybrid 
lens. The manually-set aperture consists of 
six blades and can be closed to f/22. Two 
models are available, one with a built-in 
hood, while the other has a detachable hood 
and adds ‘DH’ to its name.

FISHEYE LENS

PENTAX K-3
www.ricoh-imaging.com

Pentax SMC DA* 60-250mm 
f/4 ED [IF] SDM
www.ricoh-imaging.com

Sigma 120-400mm F4.5-5.6 
DG APO OS HSM
www.sigmaphoto.com

1

2

3

www.samyang.co.uk

#whats-new
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LUMIX DMC-GH4K (DSLM) 
Pro Photo Performance Camera Body with 4K Cinematic Video

The world’s first Digital Single Lens Mirrorless Camera to include 4K video recording 
for truly professional results.
The panasonic GH4 is a tough, rugged, professional Mirrorless, micro four thirds 
camera that combines both video and photography capabilities, for professionals 
who demand the best quality available.
The GH4 comes equipped with a quadcore-CPU which allows high speed signal 
processing and the Combination of new Digital Live MOS Sensor and the Venus Engine 
dramatically improves lowlight sensitivity (max.ISO25600) A 16.05 megapixel Digital 
Live MOS sensor delivers high resolution RAW & JPEG stills then transforms into a 
powerful 4k video camera, capable of capturing UHD resolutions at 4K 3840x2160 
30p/24p and cinematic DCI 4k 4096x2160 24/p for superb picture quality and lifelike textures.
Just like its predecessor, the GH4 features a weather sealed magnesium alloy body 
designed to keep up with the demands of the professional film maker/photographer.
The Gh4 also offers increased resolution on both the OLED monitor and electronic 
viewfinder and boasts a high speed, 49-point auto focus system in both photo and 
video mode.
The video quality delivered from this camera surpasses many other professional 
camera currently on the market with its variety of formats, like the efficient AVCHD 
and AVCHD Progressive to 200Mbps All-Intra and 100Mbps IPB MOV and Mp4 Formats.
Magnesium Alloy Body & Rugged Design
Tough enough to withstand even heavy field use, the Panasonic LUMIX DMC-GH4 is 
composed of a magnesium alloy full die cast front / rear frame. It also features 
splash* / dustproof construction with sealing on every joint, dial, and button.
Dual OLED Displays - LVF & Monitor
The Panasonic LUMIX DMC-GH4 boasts high-precision, high-speed dual OLED (Organic 
Light-Emitting Diode) displays for 2,359K-dot LVF (Live View Finder) of approximately 
1.34x / 0.67x*, and 3.0-inch 1,036K-dot free-angle rear monitor. These superior 
displays achieve high-speed response with minimum time lag while enhancing 
resolution. The OLED for the LVF boasts 10,000:1 high contrast for superior color 
reproduction
49-Area AF/ Custom Multi AF
Focus point is increased from 23 points in the LUMIX GH3 to 49 points in the LUMIX 
GH4 for more flexibility in your composition. Custom Multi mode extends that 
flexibility even more with the ability to freely select the blocks to focus out of the 49 
focusing areas.
www.panasonic.com

ph. Daniele CuccuFISHEYE LENS

SAMSUNG NX1
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd, announced the launch of the revolutionaryNX1, which combines cutting edge 
design, industry leading technology and Samsung’s innovation expertise to create an exceptionally fast compact 
system camera (CSC). The NX1 delivers superb image quality and unrivalled usability, setting a new benchmark 
for photographers everywhere and providing a genuine alternative to DSLRs as the professional camera of 
choice around the world. Featuring best in class 15FPS continuous AF shooting, a unique Auto Focus (AF) System 
III with 205 Phase Detection AF points and 28MP APS-C BSI CMOS Sensor for superior image quality, the versa-
tile performance and precision craftsmanship will challenge even the most classical photographers to re-think 
their understanding of professional photography.
”The NX1 represents the pinnacle of Samsung’s advanced photographic expertise and heralds a new era of intu-
itive, professional quality photography for everyone,” said Myoung Sup Han, Executive Vice President and Head 
of Imaging Business Team, IT & Mobile Communications business at Samsung Electronics. “With the launch of 
the NX1, Samsung is re-defining what is possible with an interchangeable lens camera, allowing photographers 
everywhere to achieve previously unimaginable levels of quality and expertise in each and every image they 
capture.”

Industry leading connectivity
Equipped with Wi-Fi functionality, the NX1 has the fastest, most advanced connectivity available, allowing users 
to watch 4K movies on UHD TV via wireless streaming. With its outstanding data transfer speed, users can send 
both large images and Full HD video files swiftly and without delay. The NX1 is also the world’s first Bluetooth 
equipped CSC, further boosting Samsung’s Smart Camera offering and ensuring users are always connected 
for easy pairing and quick transfer times with smartphones and tablets.

for more information www.samsung.com

www.samyang.co.uk
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Night time spotting 

by Mark Jessop

#report
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I was lucky enough to shown around 2OCU “Operational Conver-
sion Unit” at RAAF Williamtown while night operations where under 
way. 2OCU is the Royal Australian Airforce’s fast jet training/
conversion Squadron.
After completing basic flying training and moving onto BAE Hawk’s 
the lucky few who get chosen to step up to front line fast jet 
fighter pilot will then move to 2OCU.

The RAAF has been using the F/A-18 now for 29 years as it’s main 
strike fighter serving and protecting Australia. 2OCU has the task 
to get pilots to a level where they can go to either os the 3 classic 
Hornet SQN’s or to the two F-18F Super Hornet SQN’s.

The activity for the shoot was night training with six aircraft taking 
part. After signing in at the front office in the late afternoon I got 
to look around the flight line as the jets where getting prepared 
for flight. This gave me ample time to sort out angles and expo-
sures. the great thing was the amount of lighting on each jet , so 
once the back ground light dropped it was time to shoot.

I have to thank the RAAF and 2OCu for making this all happen.
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Canon releases the EOS 7D Mark II

Five years after the original EOS 7D, Canon fans are finally greeted with an update 
in the form of the 7D MarkII. Though the sensor’s resolutions is the same as the 
70D (20.2MP), the company says that it is newly designed and improved. Borrowing 
from the 70D, the 7D Mark II get’s Canon Dual Pixel CMOS Af focusing system, for 
smooth AF during video recording, with improvements to speed. The big enhancement 
is in its focusing, with a new 65-point AF mechanism, all of which are cross type. 
The 7D Mark II uses the 1D X’s AI Servo AF III for improved subject tracking and 
face detection. Dual DIGIC 6 processors gives this camera more processing power 
than any other available EOS DSLR today, including the 1D X.
Other highlights include an iSO range of 100-25.600, shooting speed of 10fps and a 
buffer of 31 RAW images. The Mark II shoots Full HD 60fps video, had a headphone 
jack and can stream a clean video signal to an external recorder using HDMI. 
(Better Photography)

iOgrapher iPad Video Rig

Get a handle on your cinematic masterpiece making

If you think iPads are only good for watching movies and playing, think again. 
Now you can make movies like a pro with your iPad and the iOgrapher video rig.
The iOgrapher for iPad or iPad Mini is tough and durable with easy to hold 
handles so you won’t have to worry about dropping it when filming your real 
life fruit ninja exploits.
Turn your iPad into the ideal video shooting machine, with lots of mounts for 
accessories like tripods, pro quality microphones and lights. You can also easily 
attach any 37mm lens and/or filter, like the wide angle lens that comes with the 
iOgrapher!
Use the iOgrapher to capture the action from interesting angles with a better 
grip and no fear of your fingers getting in the shot. Or, mount it on a tripod so 
you can put your fingers and whole self in the shot.
Plus, you can make smooth panning shots of the peach and watermelon mess 
on your kitchen floor after the knives have been put away or better yet, film so-
mething (anything!) that doesn’t involve knives.

Lexar unveils fatest SD card

Keeping up with 4k’s foray into the imaging 
world, Lexar has introduced the new Pro-
fessional 2000x SDHC/SDHX UHS-II card, 
which has the world’s fastest read speed 
of 300mbps. It also features a SD UHS-II 
USB 3.0 reader for faster transfers. These 
cards would be ideal for cameras that can 
shoot 4k internally without needing any 
external recorder, like the Panasonic GH4 
and Samsung NX1.
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“ The Purple Cobras” 
by Mark Jessop

#report
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Late November 2013 I heard that the RAAF Fast jet 4 way team 
“The Purple Cobras” from 3SQN  were doing some practice flights 
at RAAF Williamtown, north of Sydney. RAAF Williamtown is the 
“Hornet nest” as 3 out of the 4 SQNs are based there. 2OCU, 3SQN 
and 77SQN with 75SQN based in Tindal, Northern Territory, south of 
Darwin. 
Every few years each SQN gets the chance to be the display team 
and right now it’s 3SQN. The practice was in preparation for 100th 
Anniversary of Military Aviation display to held a few months later. 
After i was meet at the gate and given the run down on what was 
going to happen I was moved out to the edge of the taxi way to shoot 
the practice.
There is just some awesome about being that close to front line 
fighter jets taxing past and getting a wave as they go past , maybe 
they where looking at how happy i was to get the chance to record 
the practice display but you could tell that they where going to enjoy 
the next 15 minutes no matter how hard on their body it was going 
to be. 
Something which I’m told is rare happened next and that was seeing 
4 Hornets waiting for a Wedgetail to land as most times they leave 

early and get back late while the Hornets have no problem playing 
catch up. After a quick launch and regroup it was display time, while 
the 4 way display hasn’t changed that much over the years it still 
has to be pushed hard to make it look so easy and the guys weren’t 
holding back. 
Even after seeing the 4 way display many times now I still take turns 
on which one to watch as you can get lost in the action and miss 
opportunities, I only shoot with a 70-200mm F2.8 or 300mm F2.8 for 
air action, as this is all I think you need.

I have to thank the RAAF media team for the chance to record the  
“Purple Cobras”
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AA2
by Mark Jessop

#report

When a dream comes true
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It has to be the dream of every spotter to get Air to Air photos of 
some sort but, like most of us, I thought it was only a dream.

We have family in Victor Harbor, South Australia, and where going 
over to see them, so I thought it was a good chance to check out 
some of the aviation sights in the area. One of my good friends 
heard that I was going over that way and told me to call his friend 
Jim Whalley when I got there, to have a look at his collection of 
planes. Little did I know at the time but Jim’s flying career to say 
the least is just awesome! 
A former air force fighter and test pilot with over 5000 hours of 
flying on over 40 types of aircraft from Tiger Moths, transport, 
helicopter to Fast Jets. He went solo when he was 16 and left the 
permanent Airforce as the Senior F/A-18 Hornet Test Pilot at ARDU! 

Jim is now the CEO of Nova Systems, an Engineering and Project 
Management consulting company that works for clients in Defence, 
Utilities, Transport and Oil and Gas. 

So I gave Jim a call to see when I could have a look at his planes, 
some how he had something happening down close to Victor Harbor 
which worked for me. I didn’t really know it at the time, but I was 
going up in another plane to get photos of Jim’s Aermacchi S.211 jet. 
Arriving at Goolwa airport Jim was already in the air having some 
fun, and one thing I can say is that it’s a very quite jet but looks very 
nice and seems to agile from the ground. I meet my pilot who was 
taking me up and we got our head around what I wanted to do and 
what shots I was after. Once in the air we headed out to where the 
Murray River meets the Ocean and waited for Jim to meet up, the 
river at the time was flowing very well and gave a good back drop 
to the action that was about to happen. 
Right on time Jim was on our wing and it was game on, I was using 
a 70-200mm for the shoot so it was tight under the canopy but 
we managed to put our self’s in enough right spots to get some 
good shots for my first Air to Air. As much as people think it’s easy 
doing this, it isn’t: being close to upside down while trying to focus 
a camera isn’t easy. After about 15 minutes it was time for Jim to 
show the person in the back seat just how good a jet is, and with 
that I can tell you it’s very strange thinking you are going fast and 
then have a jet on your wing tip just pick up speed and disappear!

Once on the ground it was good to meet Jim and ask him a few 
questions.

When did you start flying?
I went solo in a glider back in 1983 when I was 16! Some flying at the 
Australian Defence Forece Academy in a CT4 in 1986 (first powered 
solo) and then pilots course started in mid 1987, graduating in 
October 1988. Two years on Caribous at 38 Squadron. Then a year 
flying Macchis again in 1991 and then started Hornet Course at 2 
OCU in Jan 1992, then went to 75 Squadron at Tindal in July 1992. 
Selected for Test Pilots School in 1994 then headed off to the UK to 
ETPS for all of 1995. Flew Hawk, Jaguar, Hunter, Tucano, BAC 1-11, HS 
Andover. Final thesis on the F-16 Fighting Falcon at the USAF Test 
Pilots’ School at Edwards AFB. Then back to ARDU at the beginning 
of 1996.

How long where you in the RAAF and what was your last role?

I was in the permanent Air Force from 1984 to 2000, then in the 

RAAF reserve flying at the Aircraft Research and Development Unit 
(ARDU) from 2000 to 2014. My last role in the permanent Air Force 
was as the Senior F/A-18 Hornet Test Pilot at ARDU. As a reservist I 
continued to fly at ARDU, mainly in the PC-9.

When and why you got the S211?

I got the S211 to support some of the aviation consulting our organi-
sation does and to keep my hand in flying fast jets!
How does it fly ?
Beautifully. It genuinely is one of the nicest aeroplanes I have flown. 
Really nicely balanced controls, good, well layed out systems and 
engine that is very robust and forgiving. The only thing I’d like is 
another 30,000 lbs of thrust.

I have to thank Jim Whalley and my “friends” who made this happen, 
as there are many things you dream of but know that it may not 
happen.......Well, this time it happened .
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Kay-Bay Stallions over Darwin! 

by Jaryd Stock
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In Greek Mythology Pegasus was a God that had the body of a hor-
se with the wings of an eagle. He took direct orders from Zeus, 
king of the Gods. And Zeus instructed Pegasus to bring lightning 
and thunder from Olympus. In another tail, Pegasus carried the 
Greek hero Bellerophon into battle against the monster ‘Chimera’. 
In both instances Pegasus was tasked with supplying transporta-
tion for Zeus’s equipment and also personnel in Bellerophon the 
hero of many battles.

So it’s fitting that HMH-463 (Heavy Marine Helicopter-463) a 
United States Marine Corps Sikorsky CH-53E Super Stallion 
equipped unit has the ‘Pegasus’ as the units name and insignia, 
and it epitomises and carries out those roles undertaken by that 
mythological god from days of old.

This year the first ever rotation of Air Combat Element (ACE) 
within the USMC Marine Rotational Force-Darwin (MRF-D) 
was given to HMH-463 ‘Pegasus’. The unit deployed with four 
CH-53E Super Stallions and around 125 personnel, and its base 
of operations is at RAAF Base Darwin. The unit is home Based 
in Hawaii, at Marine Corps Air Facility Kaneohe Bay or Kay-Bay 
as it’s nicknamed by personnel based there. The unit is Apart of 
Marine Aircraft Group-24 (MAG-24) and is based along side HMLA-
367 who utilise the use of both the AH-1W Sea Cobra and UH-1Y 
Venom. MAG-24 comes underneath the command of the 1st Marine 
Aircraft Wing which is headquartered at Camp Foster in Okinawa 
Japan. Every unit associated to the MRF-D ACE based at RAAF 
Base Darwin comes underneath the 1st Marine Air Wing (MAW) 
including HMH-463 and also Marine Wing Support Squadron-172 
(MWSS-172) which is the ground Unit who’s role it is in supplying 
all the support elements to HMH-463. Based out of MCAS Futenma 
in Okinawa MWSS-172 support the CH-53’s with manning the fuel 
and fire trucks and readying the aircraft for flight. Both units 
have combined to make up the ACE element for the MRF-D.

The MRF-D ACE brings a unique advantage to training along side 
the Marines Ground Combat Element (GCE) and also Australian 
Defence Force personnel, it brings about Interoperability between 
the two countries and not only does it give valuable training to the 
CH-53’s crews but also gives a unique experience to the ADF on 
how this big Helo can be used in a variety of ways and missions 
critical to supporting the personnel who are also training on the 
ground. 

With a massive training area to work in, around about the size as 
the state of Connecticut in the United States, it gives HMH-463 a 
unique opportunity that they haven’t really had before, and that is 
a lot of space to work in. 
Talking to Captain Thomas Hall, a pilot with HMH-463 and a 
Combat veteran in Afghanistan and a person who “was born 
to fly helicopters” as he puts it, gives us a unique insight into 
operations undertaken whilst the unit is in Darwin and in other 
various roles whilst piloting the massive Helicopter. He says, “ 
with hardly no air traffic around Darwin and working in remote 
locations it is an absolute treat to fly around here, it gives us a 
lot of room to move in”.
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Being a BIG machine, the biggest Helo operating within the U.S. 
armed forces Captain Thomas Hall gives us an insight to the flight 
characteristics of the Echo model Stallion.
“It’s beautiful! It’s a real smooth thing to fly especially around pla-
ces such as Darwin where it’s a bit hotter and due to the climate 
can throw around an aircraft much more, but really the Stallion is 
a Cadillac really smooth for a big aircraft, it’s great to operate an 
aircraft that does require an extra set of eyes and requires a full 
time crew of three to operate. But for such a big aircraft and the 
added seventh Blade and third General Electric T64-GE-614 engine 
installed compared to the earlier models gives us a lot of power, 
and when we have to move we can move! For the Stallions size it is 
quite agile. But as a whole it is just a great machine that just really 
wants to fly”.

There are some rare and unique challenges to flying the Stallion, 
such as landing on a moving target as in the US Navy Landing 
Helicopter Docks (LHD) Captain Hall explains “it is hard when 
your training involves mostly training on land and then you are 
operating on a flat deck out at sea that’s pitching from side to 
side there is very little space to land on and because you are out 
at sea which is always moving you don’t have the references as 
you do on land so it makes it a whole lot harder to make sure you 
land successfully. As well as Carriers, inflight refuelling from the 
Marines KC-130J Hercules is also one of the most demanding jobs 
we undertake, when someone said to me in the past ‘today we are 
going up doing air to air refuelling’ I thought why the hell would I 
want to get that close to another aircraft for! but really now, it’s 
one of my favourite roles to undertake whilst piloting the CH-53. 
I’ve refuelled off both the Tango and Juliet models of the KC-130 
and they both offer their own unique challenges due to the wind 
flow that comes off them, due to our size the Hercules crews do 
feel the wind bashing down on to their elevators from our rotors 
in their controls so it gives them a challenge as well. And it’s fun to 
see the Hercules crew chiefs eyes get bigger as we move in closer 
to the aircraft to hook up to the basket. So that gives you an idea 
on how close we are operating when undertaking the role. But we 
are always lining up our reference points off the Hercules it self 
and never chasing the basket as you would never connect if you 
did and then you would eventually run out of gas, but it’s a great 
challenge and something you can always better yourself at doing 
so your always improving”.

HMH-463 is very happy with it’s steam gauged CH-53E and is very 
happy to be apart of the first ever ACE component of the MRF-D 
deployed to Darwin. As legends of old this proud unit with a lot of 
history HMH-463, will still be carrying out those tasks set by Pe-
gasus in Ancient Greek mythology with their trusty CH-53E’s, that 
of carrying soldiers and equipment to any humanitarian crisis or 
any war zone all over the world within short notice and in working 
closely with the United States allies.

And from a spotters point of view what a great couple days i had 
with HMH-463 and getting to see the fifty three, can’t wait for next 
year!

I’d like to thank from HMH-463 USMC Captain Thomas Hall,From 
MRF-D USMC PAO Lt Jeremy Alexander And ADF 1st Brigade PAO 
John McPherson. 
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The Alpina 130
Celebrating 130 years 
of watchmaking

Important anniversaries call for big celebrations.  Alpina has always had a 
tradition of marking major milestones in the life of the brand by introducing a 
special model, and this year is certainly no exception.
The new Alpina 130 is an elegant, yet resolutely modern aviator watch in its 
functionalities and technical conception, inspired by a classic design from the 
beginning of the last century. The Alpina 130 range is as visually balanced as 
it is technologically avant-garde, a future classic.

Shared features but unfailingly individual designs
Each model in the Alpina 130 range shares a number of features. All are 
driven by the AL-860 caliber, offering unrivalled accuracy, precision and 
durability. Functions include hours, minutes, seconds and a “Bi-compax” 
chronograph, modified by Alpina, as well as telemeter and tachymeter 
functions. A particularity of the Alpina 130 is the “Glass Box” construction of 
the sapphire crystal, a homage to the watch design of the beginning of the 
last century.
The 41.5 mm stainless steel case features a transparent case-back, revealing 
the finely “Fish scales” decorated movement with blue screws. Each watch in 
the range is water resistant to 50 metres below sea level.

The AL-860S4H6
The first watch in the Alpina 130 range pays true homage to Alpina’s proud 
past. The lustrous silvered dial offers a rich, easy-on-the-eye background to 
the hand-applied nickel Arabic numerals and the blued hands. The elegant, 
yet robust, appearance is enhanced by the decorated chronograph pushers 
and the dial design inspires visions of a vintage cockpit display. A rich dark 
brown genuine leather strap with white stitches completes the “habillage” of 
the watch.

The AL-860G4H6
This model is a virtual negative image of the first. The antracite dial offers a 
striking contrast to the hand-applied nickel Arabic numerals, and the black 
genuine leather strap gives it a definitely masculine look.

The AL-860S4H5 and the AL-860B4H5
For these two models the stainless steel cases are plated in yellow gold. 
The AL-860S4H5 compliments the gold case with a beautiful silver dial and 
gleaming hand-applied gold plated Arabic numerals. The AL-860B4H5, on 
the other hand, takes visual contrast to a whole new level. The gold plated 
case surrounds a striking black dial, which in turn provides the perfect 
background to the hand-applied gold plated Arabic numerals. The first 
model comes with the dark brown genuine leather strap, while the second is 
completed by a black genuine leather strap. 
Finally, each model in the new Alpina 130 range is presented in a unique, 
beautifully desgined wooden gift box featuring the historic Alpina logo. For 
those who find true passion in the elegance of  early day’s aviation, the Alpina 
130 is the watch of choiche.

More information on www.alpina-watches.com

#watches4pilots
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This time last year saw some of the worst bushfires in the Blue 
Mountains for 20 years with over 200 home lost in one day alone 
around the Springwood area in the lower part of the Mountains. 
Bushfires have always been apart of the summer in the Blue 
mountains but these days Air Assets as they are called are changing 
the way we fight the fire . From the late 1980’s Helicopters started 
to be used to drop water on the fires plus used to insert RAFT “ 
Remote Area Fire Teams ‘’ in to areas to try and stop a fire before 
it got big. These days Air Assets are placed all over the state so if 
some thing starts help will be on the way quickly and one such Asset 
that has taken the country by storm is the Sikorsky- Erickson Sky 
Crane. It is the biggest helicopter to work in Australia during the fire 
season. But with how fires are changing so are the aircraft used to 
fight them so we are seeing many different forms being used with 
even old huey’s getting stripped down and so called re-birthed into 
mightier weapons then they where     before. McDermott Aviation 
Heli-Lift with their rebuilt Hueys where everywhere across Australia 
and showed the famous Huey will be around for alot longer saves 
lives and helping the fight from the sky.
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Roulettes display: 
First time spotting with my son!
by Mark Jessop
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Australia’s biggest local car race, the Bathurst 1000, gives every spotter one of 
the best chances to see some of Australia military aircraft. This year you got the 
chance to see a Navy Seahawk, the RAAF Roulettes and a F/A-18 solo display. Since 
this was close to where I live, I thought it was time to introduce my two year old son 
Jack to the fun of aircraft spotting. 

I choose the east side of the race track, parallel with Conrad straight, as the display 
was mid morning so the light would be good. As soon as we stopped, Jack was 
yelling “JET”, anything in the air is a jet to him, but when he saw three helicopters 
charging around the course doing joy flights, I knew he was going to have a cracker 
day.
We both got into the ute tray and waited no more than ten minutes before the RAAF 
Roulettes came charging in all in formation. Jack was just going off and really I 
thought he would have no voice after their display. 

The Roulettes put on a different display, as most of it was over the very large crowd, 
I was just as impressed as Jack was and we had them straight over our heads a few 
times. 
After about 10 minutes it was over for them which gave us time to take it all in , but 
no sooner had they stopped the NAVY Seahawk took off and came straight over us! 
It was on again and while it was a short display it was great to see something we 
don’t often get to see but what a way to start spotting with Jack.

The big test was how would Jack go seeing his first fast jet display? I had got him 
a set of ear muffs and he wanted to use them, the time was close for the Hornet 
display... 

Boom, right on time and with no warning there it was, 2OCU twin tub was his first in 
the flesh fast jet display. For once I was having problems way hung the display as I 
just wanted to see how happy Jack was, and boy was he happy! I will say that it was 
as always a cracker display by the pilot from 2OCU which is my favorite SQN.

Once it was over I knew it was time time to head home, but the whole way Jack just 
keep saying “Jet” and the last words before he went to sleep where “Jet”. 
I knew that I had to take him again tomorrow and we did, but this time I went to the 
western side of the race track, in line with the start straight as from yesterday, I 
saw that it was the line the aircraft took the most. 

Again the display was just as good a the day before and I’m thinking this will be some 
thing Jack and I will do every year. 
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MH370 – 
Spotting the spotter (S&R)

by Bernard Proctor
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Perth, April 2014, I just happened to be over in the West Australian Capital to catch 
up with friends, and to do some local spotting; far from knowing what was about to 
happen when I booked my tickets.
Whilst it was only a few days between booking flights, and then the shift in the search 
and rescue area, I was pleased to have been able to spot some of the more rarer 
aircraft to visit Australia!
Sure, it was still good to spot the normal ‘run-of-the-mill’ movements, South African 
is one in particular as I don’t see it in Sydney (SYD/YSSY), but after hearing of what 
was coming in, I was excited! Many of the local spotters were equally so, and I met a 
few of them over the four days I was there.
Some of the types I wanted to log:
•Chinese IL-76 
•US Navy P-8A Poseidon 
•Royal Malaysian Air Force C-130 
•RAAF Wedgetails 
•RAAF and Japanese Orion, and more… 
It seemed as though, upon arrival from Sydney, I would get my first sighting pretty 
quickly as the arrival time of a Air Asia A320 and South African A346 were imminent, 
and that the first sighting of one of the two Chinese IL-76’s wouldn’t be too far away 
from that.

This would be my first ever sighting of the IL-76 (20541 & 21045), and what a beast 
it is; I’d go so far as saying ugly as well! But, its purpose over off the WA coast, 
was more important than its looks (and sound)! With a very distinct ‘nose down’ 
approach, a reasonable crowd of spotters had gathered at Hyne Road; a well know 
cul-de-sac on the approach to runway 21 PER/YPPH. It offers great approach 
shots, and some interesting angles. It had a very distinct ‘whistle’ about it, and 
even though on approach, whilst spooling up and down, was still something to 
behold.
In travelling between both YPPH and RAAF Pearce (YPEA), the amount and differing 
type of aircraft, was well worth the 100klm round trip (not to mention the additio-
nal kilometres getting around RAAF Pearce!). Up at YPEA, I managed to spot both 
RAAF (A9-753) and Japanese (60) Orions, as well as the Royal Malaysian Air Force 
C-130 (M30-09 - short).
Additional S&R aircraft spotted in at YPPH, was the RAAF Wedgetail (A30-005), 
and the US Navy P-8A’s (429, 430 and 439). These again, are first up types for 
me as well, and whilst based on the B738, I think I prefer the raked wintips to the 
winglets of its commercial stable mate!
Over the couple of days in Perth, the various news reports of remote ‘pings’ deep 
out in the ocean, and the flight times of the aircraft out to the search area, meant 
it was early morning departures, and late afternoon/early evening arrivals back 
to base. There was still considerable press interest based out the front gate of 
RAAF Pearce, and as such, there was a few spotters around both locally within 
Australia, and internationally as well.
Whilst nothing of any real substance was found during the initial search (several 
weeks), and then it moved to a sea based search, the resumption within the 
search area will recommence soon, with new technologies, and believed to be 
another sea based search.

China Air Force Ilyushin Il-76MD
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Japan Navy Lockheed/Kawasaki P-3C Orion

China Air Force Ilyushin Il-76MDAustralian Air Force Lockheed P-3C Orion 
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US Navy Boeing P-8A Poseidon

Australian Air Force Boeing E-7A Wedgetail

Royal Malaysian Air Force Lockheed C-130HChina Air Force Ilyushin Il-76MD
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South African Airways Airbus A340-300
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China Air Force Ilyushin Il-76MD

US Navy Boeing P-8A Poseidon

Private Gulfstream G-IV Air Asia Airbus A320-200

South African Airways Airbus A340-600
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Virgin Australia Fokker F100
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preview N°2
Spotters Magazine’s editing staff is still working on the next 
issues of Spotters e-Magazine Australia & New Zealand 
number 2. We are collecting great photos and stories and 
we could anticipate some topics that you will find in the 
next issue!
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#Australian Navy’s Historic Flights S-2G Tracker Ready to Fly!
#RAAF 37 SQN Ready to Help the World! 
#FCI Fighter Combat Instructor, Australia’s TOPGUN! 
#Graham Hosking’s F4U-5NL Corsair The wait is over
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2 - 3 May 2015

Now over 2 BIG days!  
See the action. Feel the excitement.

www.wingsoverillawarra.com.au
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